Looking back at an EU Regions Week focused on cooperation

EU Regions Week in Brussels once again provided a unique opportunity to better understand how regions and cities use EU funds to improve citizens’ lives. We were there, too, to discuss the future shape of transnational cooperation in central Europe and beyond. In various sessions we collected valuable insights for designing our next Interreg CENTRAL EUROPE Programme.

4th call: Promising outlook after first application checks

The assessment of our experimental call has entered a crucial stage following initial administrative checks: 23 applications passed and go well beyond our minimum requirement to coordinate with a project from directly-managed EU programmes like Horizon 2020. The decision on which projects will be funded as of 2020 will be taken by the programme countries on 4 December 2019.

Apply to assess the strategic environmental impact of our next programme

We have launched a tender procedure for strategic environmental assessment of new Interreg CENTRAL EUROPE Programme. If you are interested in helping us to integrate environmental considerations to our
future cooperation programme, you are invited to submit an offer until 03 December 2019.

Share your opinion on the Interreg brand

The Interreg brand has come a long way since 2014. To further improve it, we want to understand how you as a project beneficiary perceive and use the current branding. Your insights will help us to move forward and make the Interreg community stand out even more across Europe.

Share your opinion here